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ABSTRACT

An analytical method based on statistical properties
of power spectral density functions obtained from actual flight
has been developed for determining t1he maximum intensity level of
the residual thrust oscillation and dynamic response of a space
vehicle.

The method yields the expected intensity, the standard
deviation, and the distribution of the maximum intensity across the
ensemble of either excitation or response, which are treated as non-
stationary, random processes. It is found that the square of such
maximum intensity follows a Gumbel distribution. Thus, a limited
number of flight records can provide sufficient information for
structural design by using the expected maximum intensity, plus
certain standard deviations, or by find.'ng an intensity level which
represents a specified probability of occurrence.

The advantages offered by this method are to provide: (1) an
analytical base for establishing the residual thrust oscillation
specification for a space vehicle, (2) a direct estimate of maximum
structural res ponse levels over combined loading effects, and (3)
information for structural anomaly studies as well as for structural
design.

To verify the theory and demonstrate the technique, two
numerical examples are presented. The first example saes four F-1
engine thrust records and their associated power spectral density

	

functions from the Apollo 6 flight.	 the second exam p le uses
1,000 simulated randum samples of structural response; at the
950 confidence level, the Komogorov-Smirnoff goodness of fit test

.: indicates that the assumed distribution is acceptable.
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INTRODUCTION

An aszessment of space vehicle structural capability
under launch loads requires knowledge of the :_)minal force
exerted on the vehicle, and the variation of this force as a
function of time during the boost phase. This latter quantity,
whicn has been referred to as residual thrust oscillation, is a
random phenomenon, and as Cuch should be treated statistically.
Structural capability should also be assessed by a direct
statistical evaluation of maximum structural response. Condi-
tions can occur such that both exnitation and response are a
combination of random arid deterministic oscillations, (i.e.,
POGO). Additional considerations, which are not included in
this  text, should be given for the additional effects of such
deterministic excitations to the random process.

As we know, a power spectral density function across
the ensemble of the process can be obtained directly by the
spectral analysis of the sample vibration records. It would
be convenient if we could associate all the statistical proper-
ties of the process with the power spectral density function,
S(w). However, we expect that such a power spectral density
function will be non-stationary, with time variation in its
overall intensity and the power distribution.

In the following, analytical solutions are presented
for solving; the mean, variance, and distribution of the maximum
oscillation of a random process, based on a fixed S(w). Then,
a piecewise stationary approach is introduced for extending
such solutions to the process with time varying S(w). The
influence of the means, variances, and correlations of those
dominant parameters on the distribution of the process so
solved is found in approximate analytical terms.

STATIONARY PROCESS -- TIME-INVARIANT S(w)

A power spectral density function, S(w), can be
interpreted as a statistical average of frequency decomposed
sample functions of a random process. By Its physical meaning,
the area under the curve of S(w) is equivalent to the mean

square value, x 2 , of the process:
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r^ w2S(w)dw
2	 J-go

w 0 -

J	 S(w)dw

w2S(w)dw	 °2fo

fo S(w)dw	 Q

(6)

(7)T = 2n = 2, °Q0	 w0	 0^

which can be interpreted as the mean frequency and period of
Q(t),respectively. Thus, substituting these expressions Into
equation (2), we have:

°	 21
^Ja

 = 2n °^ exp ^- —^^	 ( 8 )
Q	 2°Q

2
Na = T exp I--^	 (9)

0	 2x

One approach for finding the expected extreme peak
value, m, in a specific duration S is to let the expected num-
ber of crossings over the double levels, Q(t) = m and Q(t) _ -m,
equal to one:

2
N ImI S = (2N )s = TS ex p - m2) = 1•	 (10)

0	 2x

Solving for m, the expected extreme peak in a duration S is:

1; 2

m = 2 loge ("S ,	 x.	 (11)

0^

or
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Another approach, based on an additional assumption(3)

that the time TO) for a sample function q ( `)) (t) to reach the
double levels q(t) _ +a for the first time follows Poioson pro-
cess across the ense,ible, will lead to a similar conclusion as
follows.

The probability distribution for n crossings in a
duration S is:

(N 
a 

S) n -
 NIaIS

P(n,NI a IS) =	 n!	 e	 (12)

Then

F(a) = P Extreme peak <ai
[in a duration Si

No crossing over
P double levels IaI

in a duration S

= P(O,NIaIS)

	

e-NIalS'	
(13)

Let T = N IaI S, we get

p(a)da = dF(a)

= de -T

_ -e T dT •	 ( 14)

i
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From equation (9), we get

2
T = N IaI S = (2Na)5	

TS 
expl- a l l	 (15)

0	 2x I

a = kloge 
T
S - ?logeT]112x
0

	

210	
2S- 112 -	 loge?	 - 1	 loge?	 ..
V

ge 
TO	 2log LS 1/2	 2 2log 2S 3 2 +

	 X.

(	 e T O I	 (	 e T U I

(16)

Hence, the expected extreme peak in a duration S is:

1/2	 log T
m = E[a] _	 ap(a)da = xf

o

 (2logeTS I	 2S 1^
 0	

(2log e  T
0

1	 log 2 T	 + ... e - TdT
2 210	

2S 3/ 2

	

{	 ge TO

2

2S 112	 _ 1	
T + C2
	

ll
21oge T I	 +	

C
2S ) 112 	 2	 2S —1 3727

'
J 

x,
0	 (21uge TO 	 (2loge T

O )

(17)

where

C = -
J 

-logT exp(-T)dr = 0 .5772
0

= Euler's constant.

6
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14otice that the solution given by Equation (11) is equivalent
to the first term of the solution given by equation (17).
Generally, the ratio between S and T O is large. Thus these
two solutions are very close (See Exar:iple 1, Appendix).

Similarly, the mean square of "a" can be found as:

E [a 2 7	 a2p(a)da	 x2J 1210g, TO - 2loger,e-TdT
OD

_
Ploge 

TS + 2C] x2
U

Thus, the variance, a ` , of the extreme peak in a duration S is:

a 2 = E[a 2 1 - m2

X2 I (loge TS + 2C^ - (2log e TS + 2C + — C 2S
	L 	 0	 0	 21oge T

2	 0
S- + C 2

_	 2s + ...IJ
21oge T
	

J

0

	

2 
Tr
	 l

= x ^ 21oge T6 + ..
U

and the standard deviation of the extreme peak in a duration S
is

-1/2
a =	 (21oge q

x. 
(20)

(18)

(19)
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After completing the derivation of m and a in terms
of x for the extreme peak in a specific duration S, now let
us study the probabilistic distribution for such peak to occur
at any arbitrary level "a". Let us designate

y = -loge N Ial S.	 (21)

From equation (15), we have:

P UT	 ( 4221]
Y = -log	 exp -

0	 2x

a 2	2S77 - loge TD

	

= 2 x 2 a 2 - 2x 2
 loge 2S	

(22)

Substituting into equation (13), we get

-
2
1 fa` - 2x 2

 loge TS]
L

Thus, the cumulative probability distribution of extreme peak
over any double levels of "+a" can be expressed in form of a

Gumbel distribution (5) as follows;

-e - a ( aC-v)	 2
F(a) = e	 for	 a > 0

(24)
= 0	 for	 a 2 < 0,

where a	--L-and  u = 2x2 log e TS
-x2 
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NONSTATIONARY PROCESS -- TIME-VARYING S M

The spectral analysis of vibration records from space
vehicles indicates that the power spectral density function
across the enrerable varies with time. However, such variations
are in a gradual transition fashion, which means that the fu:,c-
tion usually maintains a ec;rtain degree of consistency in the
overall intensity and the power distribution of its contained
frequencies for successive time intervals. Such intervals
may have durations ranging from several seconds to several
tens of seconds. As we know, when a process has small Intensi-
ty change in an interval, and such an interval is relative!;,
much longer than the periods of its autocorrelation function,

then "local stationarity" can be applied to the process.(l)
Thus, equivalent solutions for statistical properties in each
Interval are obtained by using a nominal (averaged) power spec-
tral density function and a fixed duration. The feasibility and
accuracy of such solutions can be ,judged by the coefficients of
variation or the statistical properties so obtained. '7hese co-
efficients are derived in approximate analytical terms as follows:

According to the solutions of m and a given in equa-
tions (11) and (20), their values are determined by three para-
meters:

1. duration, S,

2. expected intensity, x, and

3. mean period, T0 , of the process.

Since S is rationally fired, only x and T O remain random

variables. With a given time-varying power spectral density
unction (which can be expressed in the form of a three-dimen-

sional model), the variances of x and T 0 , designated as a 2 and

aT respectively, and their covariance can be estimated numeri-

cally over duration S. Now, to find the coefficients of varia-
tions for m and a in terms of known quantities G  and a  :

0

am
1/2

ax = (21oge T
S 1	 x'
	

(25)
0
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am - x	 i	 2S 
-112

aT 0 -	
TO 

^2. oge T O I

x	 (26)Tom

a^	 n	 2S -112	
(27)ax -, I21oge TO I	 x

as n x	 2SI-3/2
aT0 =
	 TO 21oge TO

,
!!
-1

	

Ta (2loge T
o 	 6 (m)2	 (;28)

0	 o	 0

Thus, based on the theoretical exp lanation given in references
(2) and (6), the variances for random functions m, and a are
found in aFp_oxi;nate analytical terms as:

am `2 2	 I am 2 2	 gml ( am
Var[m] -laxl Cx +lamOIae + 2 	I( aTO ICov[x To]

2	 1 2	 2

I x I ax + I X m) aT	 TX Cov[x TO
0	 0	 0

Var[a] _ ^ as 12 2a  +( as a2 + 2 pa I as ICov[x T]ax	 x	 aT0	 T O	 dx a'10	 0

22 2	 2
I x I ax c^^ aT + 2a—x Co v[x TO]

o	 o	
.

Tm	 0 Tm

The coefficients of variation are found as:

(29)

(30)

V  = m Var[m]
^	 2

_ ff	 2	
x`aT

xla) +I	 fl
Tom

112

-	
COV[X To]

0

(31)
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v a = a VVar[al

	

(

'^ ^	 x2al. 2
	

112
	x1	 +	 0	 +	 2x2 Cov[x TO

x	
Lom 	 TOm

where quantities of x, m, and T O are evaluated at the "nominal"
condition.

CONCLUSIONS AND APPLICATIONS

The technique has applications to space vehicle
structural design and anomaly studies, which depend on the
correct prediction and maximum intensity level of excitation
or response. Direct measurements of time varying engine thrust,
acceleration, or displacement at any location of the vehicle
should be used

Based on the theories so derived, two alternative
ways are presented to get the maximum peak distribution:

1. Setting data points on the standard Gumbel
distribution plots (see Appendix, Example 2),
the whole distribution may easily be defined
by drawing a best-fit line.

2. Obtain power spectral density functions and
compute the distribution analytically (see
Appendix, Example 1).

Two alternative criteria for determing dynamic loads
or response for deign are presented, which allow for a de-
termination of a probabilistic oscillaticn intensity level:

1. A maximum intensity of oscillation which is
ea;ial to the expected value plus certain
standard deviations. Let a = m + 3a and
use "a" for design.

2. An assigned probability which indicates the
confidence level for the occurrence of the
maximum intensity. Let F(a) = 0.99, which
meals that in 99 cut of 100 chances, the
maximum intensity will fall within the design
limit. Then, solve equation (24) for "a"
and use "a" ."'jr des_ gn.
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Since any unusual energy concentrations are reflected
in the power spectral density functions and eventually effect
the result of the maximum intensity distribution, this technique
will yield information for structural anomaly studies, as well
as for structural design. Because the maximum response is ana-
lyzed by record., measured directly from the site, distribution
of maximum response represents a combined effect of all posjjble
loads to the site. Thus, it saves us from the tedious and com-
plicated work of evaluating individual loading effects. As such,
errors caused by unrealistic superpositions are elim'riated.

In order to demonstrate the technique, two numerical
examples are presented in the Appendix. Owing to a limited num-
ber of available flight records, the first example uses only
four r-1 engine thrust records from ti-e Apollo 6 flight.
Their associated power spectral density functions are
attached. Even though the number of samples used ; s smal'_ and
some non-random excitation occurred during this tine interval
(i.e. "POGO"), at the 95% confidence level, the Komogorov-Smirnoff
goodriess of fit test indicates that the assumed distribution is
acceptable. The s°cond example uses 1,000 stationary white noise

samples genei ,ated by A. G. Brady () . Since a large number of
sample simulations are not only costly, but also time consuming,
wP will take advantage of his work to verify our maximum peak
distribution theory. Results indicate that it does indeed follow
the Gumbel distribution.

2031-SNH-scs	 S. N. Hou

Attachments
Appendix
Notations
References



APPENDIX

Numerical Examples

Two numerical examp les are presented to illustrate
the techniques so derived in actual engineering applications:
The first example shows the pro^edures of estimating the dis-
tribution of the maximum intensi'-, of the residual thrust by
either analytically using the power s pectral density functions,
or directly using oscillation records. Results of these two
approaches are compared. The second example uses extreme peak
values of structural resnonse from 1000 simulated random

excitations (9) 5 and verify that the nature of the maximum
intensity indeed follow the Gumbel distribution. Both examples
are treated as stationary oscillations with finite durations.
As explained in the main text, the non-stationary aspects can
be dealt with similarly by means of piecewise stationary pro-
cedures.

I.	 Examrle 1.•

Residual thrust oscillaticns measured from four F-1
engines of Apollo 6 at time slice +110.00 to +120.00
(10 second duration) are used as stationary samples (Figures
1-4). Their corresponding power spectral der: g ity functions
are showy. in Figures 5-8. The followin g properties are
observed:

Sensor Mean Maximum Pressure Area Under
No. Pressure from mean PSD curve

(psi)

D8-101 1151.17 16.7 19.1

D8-102 1154.66 14.5 27.8

D8-104 1156.00 17.0 20.0

D8-105 1151.33 13.3 21.6

i

Thus, the mean pressure across the ensemble is:

1 (1151.17 + 1354.66 + 1156.00 + 1151.33) = 1153.29 psi. 	 (33)
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A. Analvtical solutions using Power Spectral Density FunctionT:

From equation (1), the area under PSD curve, S(w), is
equivalent to the mean square intensity of the residual pressure.
Thus the mean .quare intensity across the ensemble is:

x 2 = + f S(w)dwI
W	 ave.

(19.1 + 27.8 + 20.0 + 21.6)

	

22.1 (psi) 2 .
	

(34)

From equations (6) and (7), the expected mean frequency
and its corresponding period is estimated as:

1/2

f W 2 S(w)dw

w o = 	 5.5 cps.	 (35)

S(w)dw	 ave.
w

To = 5 1 5 = 0.182 sec.	 (36)

The duration, of records is 10 seconds.

S = 10 sec.	 (37)

Thus, by evaluating the following two parameters,

a = 1
2 

=	 1, .1 = 0.0226,	 (38)

	

2x	 2122

u = 2x ` log	 Se T
0

= 2(22.1) log	
(2)(10)

e 0-1T2

= (44.2) (4.,)

= 207.5	 ,	 (39)
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the expected cumulative distribution of the maximum residual
pressure "a" is defined from e q uation (24) as:

-0.026(a 2 - 207.5)

which is plotted in Figure 9 as a straight line a 2 	u+1 .
a

The mean and standard deviation of the maximum residual
pressure are computed using equations (17) and (20) as:

m = E[a]

!	 2S 1
=	 I2 lo-	

12

°e To

1/^
`2x 2 logz T

2s

11	 0

= u 112 + 0.5772x2

u
1/2

_ 0. 5 772	 +	 x
., 1/

(2 log
e TS)

0

+	 0.ti772x2	 +	 .
2	 2S 1/`

(2x log e m)
0

=	 207.5
	 + ( 0.5772)(22.i)

207. 5

_ __.4 + 0.885 = 15.29 psi,
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—1/2

a =
Tr	

^ 2 loge TS I	
x

3^ 1	 0

2
_ n	 x

3^	 1/2

	2x 2 log	 Se T

2
TT	 _X

VT 
u 112

1.283	
22.1	 = 1.97 psi.	 (42)
207.5

Notice that the second term on the right in the
computation of mean is 0.885 which is much smaller in compari-
son with the first term, 14. 44. Thus, equation. (11) is an accep-
table approximation of equation (17).

Based on information so computed, two criteria for
determining maximum intensity level of engine thrust, which may
be used in design are illustrated as follows:

1) Use the mean of maximum pressure plus certain (say 1)
standard deviations. Thus,

1153.29 + 15.29 4- 1 x 1.97 = 1170.55 psi 	 (43)

is the design pressure. From equation (40) it repre-
sents a confidence level with a probability of 0.86:

(15.29 + 1.97) 2 = 300

F (f3OO) = 0.86.	 (44)

2) Use assigned confidence level. Let the probability
of occurrence be 0.8,

	

F(a) = 0.80.	 (45)
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Using equation. (40) or curve in Figure 9, we get

a 2 = 276
(46)

a = 16.6 psi,

Thus the design pressure is

1153.29 + 16.6 = 1169.9 psi,	 (47)

B. Direct Solutions using Data Plotted from Oscillation Records:

The maximum pressures, one value per record and
measured from mean value, are '.fisted in ascending
order. Their cumulative probatilities are computed
as follows

Order	 Maximum Pressure Freq. of	 Cumulative
Occurren( e	 Frea . 0

F(a) - 0
1+N

i	 a a2

1	 13.3 176

2	 14.5 210

3	 16.7 278
4	 17.0 288

'.	 1 0.2_

1	 2 0.4

1	 3 0.6

1	 4 0.8

where N = total number of samples. Then plot the data point: on
the special Gumbel paper (see Figure 9) using computed a' any
F(a). Thus, a distribution of the maximum pressure may be obtained
by drawing a best fit line through these data points.

The mean and standard deviation of the maximum pressure
can also be computed directly from oscillation records as:

m =	 ( 13.3 + 14.5 + 16.7 + 17.0) = 15.4

1/2a= J 2.1 2 + 0.9 2 + 1.3 2 + T2	 = 1.53.

(48)

(49)
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C. Comparison between Analytical Solutions and Direct Solutions:

Even though the number of samples used is extremely
small, the results are encouraging:

Analytical	 Direct from
Solution	 Data

m	 15.29	 15.4

Q	 1.97	 1.53

The distribution of the maximum pressure obtained
analytically is shown by a straight line in Figure 9. Now,
comparing t his line with the data points obtained directly from
records, it is found that at 95% confidence level (or 540 signif-
icant level), the Kolmogorov-Smirnoff goodness of fit test indi-
cates that the computed distribution is acceptable.

II. Example 2•

Now, let us study 1000 stationary samples simulated

by A. G. Brady (9) . The following table are from Brady's results
of the maximum response of a single degree-of-freedom linear
structure having a natural period of one second, wj.th  2% of
critical damping: 	 2	 Freq. of	 Cumulative F(a) _ SI
Maximum Response	 a	 Occurrence	 Freq. n	 1+N

a

10 100 3 3 0.0029
11 121 8 11 0. 01.09
12 144 22 33 0.0329
13 169 49 82 0.0819
14 196 60 142 0.1418
15 225 91 233 0.2327
16 256 lo4 337 0.3366
17 289 112 449 0.4485
18 324 112 561 0.5604
19 X61 loo 665 0.6643
20 400 88 753 0.7522
21 441 56 809 0.8081
22 484 47 856 0.8551	 1
23 529 37 893 0.8921
24 576 '^2 925 0.92+0
25 625 25 950 0.9490
26 676 12 962 0.9610
27 729 14 976 0.9750
28 784 10 986 0.9850
29 841 3 989 0.9880
30 900 4 993 0.9920
31 961 4 997 0.9960
32 1024 2 999 0.9980
33 1089 1 1000 0.9990

where N = total number of re mrdS P 1000.

0

P
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By plotting the square value of the maximum response

't a. 2" , and their corresponding cumula'ive distribution "F(a)"
on the Gumbel paper (See Figure 10.), we can draw a best fit
line of

a2 = 275 + 12.34 y

which gives

3	 u = 275

a = 12131 = 0.0081

The readings at point A is aA2 = 275, and at point B is a 2 = 345.

Hence, the mean, standard deviation, and the disti ,ibution of the
maximum response are:

M = 111/2

= 3275 = 16.6 ,

o = V345- 275 = 70- 8.37 ,

F(a)	
e-e-0.0081(a2-2i5)

At 95% confidence level (or 5% significant level), the Komogorov-
Smirnoff goodness of fit test indicates that the assumed distribu-
tion is acceptable.

0

i
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a	 An arbitrary intensity level for the process Q(t).

C	 Euler's constant.

c
E[a ]	 Mean square of "a".

F(a)

	

	 Cumulative distribution of extreme peak up to an
intensity level "a" in a duratio n, S of the process
Q(t).

M

	

	 The expected intensity of extreme peak in a duration
S of the process Q(t).

IN

	

	 The expected number of crossings of Q(t) per unit
time over an arbitrary intensity level (Q(t)=a) with
positive slope.

p(Q,Q)

	

	 The probability density function of Q(t) and Q(t) in
,joint distribution.

Q(t)

	

	 A stationary random process with Gaussian distribution
and zero mean.

S(w)	 The power .spectral density function of the process Q(t).

t	 Time.

To	The ?quivalent period of frequency wo.

x	 Root mean square •X the process Q(t), or the
averaged intensity of the process.

a	 A parameter in Gumbel distribution, which is defined

as 
12 

in the distribution of extreme peak of the
2x

process Q(t).

V

	

	 A parameter in Gumbel distribution, which is defined

as 2x 2 log e (S ) in the distributicn of extreme peak
0

of the process Q(t).

R
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rn
Coefficient of variation for m.

'io
	 Coefficient of variation for a.

o	 The standard deviation of the extreme peak in a
duration S of the process Q(t).

a 
	 Standard deviation of the process Q(t).

r The expected dumber of crossing of the process
Q(t) with positive slope over double intensity
levels (Q(t) = +a and Q(t)=-a) in a duration S.

to	 Vibration frequency.

w 	 Mean frequency of the process Q(t).

•
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